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are minimizers of the onsager–machlup
functional strong posterior modes?

Remo Kretschmann∗

Abstract In this work we connect two notions: That of the nonparametric mode of a probability

measure, dened by asymptotic small ball probabilities, and that of the Onsager–Machlup functional,

a generalized density also dened via asymptotic small ball probabilities. We show that in a

separable Hilbert space setting and under mild conditions on the likelihood, modes of a Bayesian

posterior distribution based upon a Gaussian prior exist and agree with the minimizers of its

Onsager–Machlup functional and thus also with weak posterior modes. We apply this result to

inverse problems and derive conditions on the forward mapping under which this variational

characterization of posterior modes holds. Our results show rigorously that in the limit case

of innite-dimensional data corrupted by additive Gaussian or Laplacian noise, nonparametric

maximum a posteriori estimation is equivalent to Tikhonov–Phillips regularization. In comparison

with the work of Dashti, Law, Stuart, and Voss (2013), the assumptions on the likelihood are relaxed

so that they cover in particular the important case of white Gaussian process noise. We illustrate

our results by applying them to a severely ill-posed linear problem with Laplacian noise, where

we express the maximum a posteriori estimator analytically and study its rate of convergence in

the small noise limit.

1 introduction

Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates are a useful and widely used way to describe points of maximal

probability under a Bayesian posterior distribution. Unlike the conditionalmean, their computation does

not require numerical integration with respect to the posterior distribution, which may be prohibitively

expensive for certain problems. Instead, they can typically be found as the solution to an optimization

problem, which in many situations allows their ecient computation.

MAP estimates refer to modes of a Bayesian posterior distribution. The modes of a probability mea-

sure on ℝ𝑛
with a continuous Lebesgue density are simply the maximizers of this density. Probability

measures on innite-dimensional spaces do not have a Lebesgue density, which makes it necessary to

generalize the denition of a mode to cover this setting. A common way to do this is to consider a

point as a mode if small balls around it have asymptotically maximal probability as made rigorous in

Denition 2.1. A problem with this denition is that it is not immediately clear how to nd or compute

such points. One way to generalize the notion of a (negative logarithmic) Lebesgue density is the

Onsager–Machlup functional, which describes the asymptotic relative probability of small balls around

points under the posterior distribution as made rigorous in Denition 2.3. For Bayesian posterior

distributions, it typically has the form of a penalized negative log-likelihood, and since its minimizers

describe points of maximal probability, they are natural candidates to be modes. The question under

which conditions minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional coincide with MAP estimates in the

context of nonparamatric Bayesian inference is, however, a matter of ongoing research.

A rst attempt at answering this question in a separable Banach space setting and for Gaussian

priors has been made in [13]. However, the proof therein is incomplete. On the one hand, parts of the

proof in general only hold for separable Hilbert spaces. On the other hand, there remain several gaps in
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the proof in the Hilbert space case. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. In the author’s

PhD thesis [24], most of these gaps were closed. In [22], a remaining issue was resolved, completing

the proof in the Hilbert space case.

The coincidence of MAP estimators and minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional has been

proven for Besov-1 priors [1], and, recently, for diagonal Gaussian priors on ℓ𝑝 [22]. The question

whether this coincidence also holds in the general separable Banach space case has very recently been

answered positively in [26].

Helin and Burger introduced the more general notion of a weak mode (or weak MAP estimate in

their terminology) in [20], which is closely related to the Onsager–Machlup functional. Ayanbayev,

Klebanov, Lie, and Sullivan further generalized this notion in [4], see Denition 2.2, and showed that,

under certain conditions, weak modes can be characterized as minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup

functional. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.1. Since any mode is also a weak mode,

this immediately yields a variational characterization of the mode for unimodal distributions. Lie and

Sullivan studied the coincidence of weak and strong modes in [30], i.e., the question whether every

weak mode is also a mode. They found that under a uniformity condition, this is indeed the case, but

that there are also examples of weak modes that are not modes. Said uniformity condition is, however,

rather restrictive, as it assumes that all balls around a weakmode with small enough radius already have

maximal probabilty among balls of the same radius. This excludes for example skewed distributions,

and its practical relevance is limited. Beyond this result, it not known under which conditions weak

and strong modes coincide. In [4, 5], the convergence of weak modes is connected to the Γ-convergence
of Onsager–Machlup functionals, covering Bayesian inverse problems with Gaussian and Besov priors

and countable product measures on weighted ℓ𝑝 spaces.

We are particularly interested in Bayesian inverse problems with additive noise. Here, the Onsager–

Machlup functional has the form of a Tikhonov–Phillips functional, so that its minimizers can be

understood as regularized solutions. Previous results regarding the coincidence of MAP estimates and

minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional are insofar unsatisfactory as that they do not cover

the important limit case of inverse problems with innite-dimensional data corrupted by Gaussian

process noise. Both in [13] and [22], the likelihood is required to be uniformly bounded from above.

Likelihoods arising from inverse problems with innite-dimensional data are, however, typically not

bounded from above both in case of Gaussian and Laplacian noise, see Examples 3.1 and 3.11. In [1], the

scope was limited to inverse problems with nite data. In [24], the log-likelihood was only required

to be Lipschitz continuous, thereby allowing for innite-dimensional Laplacian noise, but not for

innite-dimensional Gaussian noise.

While in reality, all data is nite, it is of interest to consider the theoretical limit case of innite-

dimensional data, which can be considered as measuring with “innite resolution”. This has the

advantage that both theoretical results and numerical methods do not depend on the resolution

of the measurement and are ensured not to break down as the resolution increases, cf. [28]. This

limit case is not to be confused with that of a nite-dimensional measurement (corresponding to a

nite resolution) that is repeated innitely many times. The setting of white Gaussian process noise

and innite-dimensional data is widely used in statistical and Bayesian inverse problems, see, e.g.,

[29, 28, 15, 8, 3, 32, 19, 25]. In many applications, a Gaussian distribution of the noise arises either

naturally or is justied as an approximation by the central limit theorem if the exact distribution of

the noise is non-Gaussian or unknown and the number of measurements (with nite resolution) is

high enough.

Impulsive noise such as salt-and-pepper noise or noise with random valued outliers arises in many

applications in image and signal processing, e.g., image acquisition with faulty pixels in a sensor or

faulty memory locations [7]. Such impulsive noise functions take very large values on a small part

of their domain, while taking small values or being indentical to zero elsewhere. Tikhonov–Phillips

regularization with an 𝐿1-data tting term is more robust toward outliers than 𝐿2-data tting and
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has been observed to provide better estimates for inverse problems with impulsive noise [21, 11].

Laplacian countable product noise is of particular interest for a rigorous Bayesian interpretation of

such regularization methods because it yields a negative log-likelihood that has the form of a weighted

ℓ 1-norm, as we will see in Section 3.2.

In [9], an overview over optimal convergence rates of the minimax risk in the small noise limit

is given for mildly and severely ill-posed linear inverse problems under Sobolev-type and analytic

source conditions. In [3], the convergence rate of the MAP estimator in the linear conjugate-Gaussian

setting is studied in these cases, both with and without a data-dependent choice of the prior mean. For

nonlinear inverse problems with nite-dimensional data perturbed by Gaussian noise, almost sure

weak convergence of the MAP estimator in the small noise limit has been established in section 4.2 of

[13].

1.1 contributions

In this work, we relax the assumptions on the likelihood in such a way that they allow for the case of

Gaussian process noise. We assume that the negative log-likelihood is Lipschitz continuous on bounded

sets and satises a lower cone condition, see Assumption 2.6. We show that under these assumptions,

MAP estimates do in fact coincide with minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional for general

Bayesian posterior distributions based upon Gaussian priors on a separable Hilbert space. This provides

a mean to compute MAP estimates both analytically and numerically. Conversely, it guarantees that

penalized maximum likelihood estimates indeed describe points of maximal posterior probability. Since

weak MAP estimates are known to correspond to minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional in

the considered setting, our result moreover shows that here, weak and strong MAP estimates coincide.

We then establish Lipschitz conditions on the forward mapping for nonlinear Bayesian inverse

problems with innite-dimensional data under which aforementioned assumptions on the likelihood

are satised. We do this for two types of additive noise: Gaussian noise, which covers in particular

the important case of white Gaussian noise, and Laplacian noise. Our results show rigorously that

Bayesian MAP estimation is equivalent to Tikhonov–Phillips regularization in the considered cases.

Eventually, we apply our results to a class of severely ill-posed linear inverse problems that include,

i.a., the inverse heat equation. Here, we express the MAP estimator explicitly and study its rate of

convergence in case of Laplacian noise.

1.2 organization of this paper

This work is structured as follows. In Section 2,we introduce and discuss the denitions of strongmodes,

weak modes, and the Onsager–Machlup functional in terms of small ball probabilities, we state and

discuss our assumptions on the likelihood,we formulate ourmain result — a variational characterization

of posterior modes in case of a Gaussian prior — and carry out its proof. In Section 3, we derive the

likelihood for Bayesian inverse problems in case of innite-dimensional additive Gaussian and Laplacian

noise, and state conditions on the forward mapping under which a variational characterization of MAP

estimates is possible. In Section 4, we consider a severely ill-posed linear problem, derive the posterior

distribution and the MAP estimate in case of Laplacian noise, and study the rate of convergence of the

MAP estimator in the small noise limit. Appendices a to c contain technical proofs from Sections 2

to 4.

2 variational characterization of maximum a posteriori estimates

The central result in this section is the coincidence of MAP estimates with minimizers of the Onsager–

Machlup functional under mild assumptions on the likelihood.
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2.1 modes and the onsager–machlup functional

MAP estimates are widely used in Bayesian inverse problems because they can typically be found as

the solution to an optimization problem and do not require integration with respect to the posterior

distribution. Their statistical interpretation in a nonparametric setting may, however, not always be

straightforward. If a measure on ℝ𝑛
has a continuous Lebesgue density, then its modes are simply the

maximizers of this density. Although every numerical computation of a mode is nite dimensional, it

is desirable to have a well-dened notion of a mode in the innite-dimensional limit case of which the

mode in the nite-dimensional case can be considered an approximation. For probability measures

on innite-dimensional spaces, which cannot have a Lebesgue density, modes are usually dened in

terms of small ball probabilities. Let us consider a probability measure ` on the Borel 𝜎-algebra B(𝑋 )
of a separable Banach space 𝑋 . The following denition has been introduced in [13, Def. 3.1].

Definition 2.1. A point 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 is called a mode (or strong mode) of `, if it satises

(2.1) lim

Y→0

` (𝐵Y (𝑥))
sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 ` (𝐵Y (𝑥))

= 1,

where 𝐵Y (𝑥) ⊂ 𝑋 denotes the open ball with radius Y centred at 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .
Weaker denitions of a mode have been introduced in [20, Def. 4] and [30, Def. 2.3], and generalized

in [4, Def. 3.7] as follows.

Definition 2.2. A point 𝑥 ∈ supp ` ⊆ 𝑋 is called a weak mode of `, if it satises

lim sup

Y→0

` (𝐵Y (𝑥))
` (𝐵Y (𝑥))

≤ 1 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋,

where

supp(`) := {𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 : ` (𝐵Y (𝑥)) > 0 for all Y > 0}

denotes the topological support of `.

Both denitions can be generalized to topological vector spaces using bounded, open neighborhoods

instead of norm balls, see [30]. Note that even simple probability measures on ℝ with a Lebesgue

density may fail to have a mode both in the strong and the weak sense, see Example 2.2 in [10]. Since

the ratio in (2.1) is always smaller or equal to 1, the mode property is equivalent to

lim sup

Y→0

sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 ` (𝐵Y (𝑥))
` (𝐵Y (𝑥))

≤ 1.

The dierence between the two denitions is thus the order in which the supremum and the limit

superior are formed. The probability of small balls around a weak mode asymptotically dominates the

probability of balls of the same radius around any other xed center point. In contrast, the probability

of small balls around a strong mode is asymptotically equal to the maximal achievable probability of

balls of the same radius. Here, the supremum is taken for every radius individually. If the supremum is

attained, it may be attained by dierent center points for dierent radii.

By denition, every mode is also a weak mode, see also Lemma 3.9 in [4], but not every weak mode

is a strong mode, see Example B.5 in [4]. It is generally an open question if or under which conditions

weak and strong modes coincide. It was shown in [30, Thm. 2.6] that under the uniformity condition

` (𝐵Y (𝑥)) = sup

𝑥 ∈𝑋
` (𝐵Y (𝑥))

for all small enough Y, a weak mode 𝑥 is also a strong mode. This condition is, however, quite restrictive

— it excludes for example skewed probability measures such as a Γ-distribution with shape and rate
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parameters 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 2 — and is thus of limited use in practice. As pointed out in [26, Lem. 2.2], if the

measure ` has a strong mode, then all its weak modes are also strong modes. This shifts the question

of coincidence of weak and strong modes to the question of existence of a strong mode.

Another approach to describing points that in a certain sense maximize the probability under a

measure is seeking minimizers of its Onsager–Machlup functional, which plays the role of a generalized

negative log-density for measures without a Lebesgue density. In our context, it is dened as follows.

Let us again consider a probability measure ` on the Borel 𝜎-algebra of a separable Banach space 𝑋 .

Definition 2.3. Let 𝐸 ⊂ supp(`) denote the set of admissible shifts for ` that yield an equivalent

measure, i.e., all ℎ ∈ 𝑋 for which the shifted measure

`ℎ := ` (· − ℎ)

is equivalent with `. A functional 𝐼 : 𝐸 → ℝ is called an Onsager–Machlup functional of `, if

(2.2) lim

Y→0

` (𝐵Y (ℎ1))
` (𝐵Y (ℎ2))

= exp (𝐼 (ℎ2) − 𝐼 (ℎ1)) for all ℎ1, ℎ2 ∈ 𝐸.

The Onsager–Machlup functional describes the asymptotic ratio of small ball probabilities around

any two points in 𝐸. Although it is only unique up to the addition of a constant, we will speak of

the Onsager–Machlup functional since all representatives have the same extremal points. For points

outside of 𝐸, the limit on the left hand side of (2.2) does not need to exist and can be innite. As a rst

example, we consider the Onsager–Machlup functional of a Gaussian measure. Let R(𝐹 ) denote the
range of a mapping 𝐹 .

Proposition 2.4. Let N𝑄 be a nondegenerate centered Gaussian measure with covariance operator 𝑄 on a
separable Hilbert space 𝑋 . Then the set of admissible shifts for N𝑄 is given by its Cameron–Martin space
𝐸 = R(𝑄 1/2), and its Onsager–Machlup functional 𝐼 : 𝐸 → ℝ by

𝐼 (𝑥) = 1

2

‖𝑥 ‖2𝑄 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸,

where ‖·‖𝑄 := ‖𝑄−1/2·‖𝑋 denotes the Cameron–Martin norm of N𝑄 .

Proof. By the Cameron–Martin theorem [12, Thm. 2.8], the space 𝐸 of admissible shifts for the measure

N𝑄 is given by R(𝑄 1/2). It follows from Proposition 3 in Section 18 of [31] that

lim

𝑟→0

N𝑄 (𝐵𝑟 (ℎ1))
N𝑄 (𝐵𝑟 (ℎ2))

= lim

𝑟→0

N𝑄 (𝑟𝐵1(0))
N𝑄 (ℎ2 + 𝑟𝐵1(0))

· lim
𝑟→0

N𝑄 (ℎ1 + 𝑟𝐵1(0))
N𝑄 (𝑟𝐵1(0))

= exp

(
1

2

𝑄− 1

2ℎ2
2
𝑋

)
exp

(
− 1

2

𝑄− 1

2ℎ1
2
𝑋

)
for all ℎ1, ℎ2 ∈ 𝐸. �

In nonparametric Bayesian inference, it is not immediately clear when strong modes of the posterior

distribution coincide with the minimizers of its Onsager–Machlup functional. It has been proven in [4,

Prop. 4.1] that weak modes agree with the minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional if ` and 𝐸

have the so-called𝑀-property, which holds if there exists an 𝑥0 ∈ 𝐸 such that

lim

Y→0

` (𝐵Y (𝑥))
` (𝐵Y (𝑥0))

= 0 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 \ 𝐸.

Here, 𝐸 can be an arbitrary subset of 𝑋 . It has been shown in [22, Lem. 4.5] that Gaussian measures on

ℓ𝑝 , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞, with diagonal covariance have the𝑀-property in combination with their Cameron–

Martin space. Very recently, the𝑀-property has been established for centered nondegenerate Gaussian

measures on separable Banach spaces in combination with their Cameron–Martin space, see [26,

Cor. 3.3].
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2.2 bayesian set-up

Now, we consider a Bayesian posterior distribution `𝑦 on the Borel 𝜎-algebra B(𝑋 ) of a separable
Hilbert space 𝑋 whose density with respect to a Gaussian prior distribution is given by Bayes’ formula.

The data 𝑦 may be an element of another separable Hilbert space𝑌 but is considered as xed throughout

this section, i.e., we consider the posterior distribution `𝑦 inferred from one specic realization of the

data.

Assumption 2.5. (i) The parameter 𝑢 has a nondegenerate centered Gaussian prior distribution

`0 := NΣ on 𝑋 , i.e., the covariance operator Σ is injective.

(ii) The posterior distribution `𝑦 is absolutely continuous with respect to `0, and there exist a

measurable function Φ: 𝑋 → ℝ and 𝑍 > 0 such that

(2.3)

d`𝑦

d`0
(𝑢) = exp(−Φ(𝑢))

𝑍
.

Note that the covariance operator of any Borel probability measure on a separable Hilbert space is

self-adjoint, positive, and trace class, see [12, Prop. 1.8]. Assumption 2.5 (ii) is a standard assumption in

Bayesian inverse problems, see, e.g., section 2.4 and Theorem 6.29 in [34] or Theorem 14 in [14]. We

make the following assumptions on the negative log-likelihood Φ.

Assumption 2.6. The function Φ: 𝑋 → ℝ satises the following two conditions.

(i) Φ is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, i.e., for every 𝑟 > 0, there exists 𝐿 = 𝐿(𝑟 ) > 0 such that

|Φ(𝑥1) − Φ(𝑥2) | ≤ 𝐿‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋 for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0).

(ii) There exists 𝐿 ≥ 0 such that Φ satises the lower cone condition

Φ(𝑥) ≥ Φ(0) − 𝐿‖𝑥 ‖𝑋 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Assumption 2.6 is, in particular, satised if Φ is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., if there exists 𝐿 > 0 such

that

|Φ(𝑥1) − Φ(𝑥2) | ≤ 𝐿‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋 for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 .

A Lipschitz continuous log-likelihood arises for example in inverse problems with Laplacian noise,

see Section 3.2. We will moreover see in Section 3.1 that Assumption 2.6 covers the important case of

innite-dimensional Gaussian noise because the lower cone condition in 0 allows for positive quadratic

growth of Φ. This case is neither covered by the assumptions used in [13] and [22], which include a

uniform lower bound on Φ, see Example 3.1, nor by those used in [24], which demand global Lipschitz

continuity.

The Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 is now given by the sum of the Onsager–Machlup functional

of the prior distribution and the negative log-likelihood Φ. Moreover, it possesses a minimizer.

Proposition 2.7. Let Assumption 2.5 hold. If Φ satises Assumption 2.6, then the set of admissible shifts of
`𝑦 is given by 𝐸 = R(Σ1/2) and its Onsager–Machlup functional 𝐼 : 𝐸 → ℝ has the form

(2.4) 𝐼 (𝑥) = Φ(𝑥) + 1

2

‖𝑥 ‖2Σ for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.

Proposition 2.8. If Φ satises Assumption 2.6, then 𝐼 , as given by (2.4), has a minimizer in 𝐸.

The proofs of these two propositions can be found in Appendix a.
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2.3 main result

The main result of this work is the following.

Theorem 2.9. Under Assumptions 2.5 and 2.6, the following holds true.

(i) The posterior distribution `𝑦 has a mode.

(ii) A point 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 is a mode of `𝑦 if and only if it minimizes the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 .

Note that any minimizer of the Onsager–Machlup functional lies in 𝐸 by denition. Theorem 2.9

gives a positive answer to the aforementioned question in case of a Gaussian prior distribution on

a separable Hilbert space: Under mild conditions on the likelihood, nonparametric posterior modes

do indeed agree with minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional. This opens up the possibility

of computing posterior modes explicitly by solving a canonical optimization problem and gives a

statistical interpretation of the chosen objective functional.

In Proposition 2.7, we have seen that the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 has the form of a

Tikhonov–Phillips functional with discrepancy term Φ(𝑥) and quadratic penalty term
1

2
‖𝑥 ‖2Σ, which

allows a rigorous interpretation of nonparametric MAP estimation as Tikhonov–Phillips regularization

and vice versa.

Due to the correspondence of weak posterior modes to minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup func-

tional described above, we moreover obtain equivalence of weak and strong posterior modes under

the assumptions of Theorem 2.9.

Corollary 2.10. Let Assumptions 2.5 and 2.6 hold. Then 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 is a mode of `𝑦 if and only if it is a weak
mode of `𝑦 .

2.4 proof of the main result

In [13], the coincidence of posterior modes with minimizers of the Onsager–Machlup functional is

stated in a separable Banach space setting as Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.10. However, the proof given

in [13] is incomplete. On the one hand, parts of the proof only hold for separable Hilbert spaces, as

pointed out in section 1.1 of [22]. On the other hand, even in the Hilbert space case the proof contains

gaps that are closed in this work. Our proof follows the fundamental approach of [13], incorporating

corrections where necessary. Most of these corrections have been introduced in [24], while some were

just recently found necessary in [22]. The outline of the proof of Theorem 2.9 can be described as

follows.

(i) For every Y > 0, choose 𝑥Y ∈ 𝑋 such that

(2.5) `𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ (1 − Y) sup
𝑥 ∈𝑋

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥)) .

(ii) Show as follows that for every positive null sequence {Y𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ, the sequence {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ contains a

subsequence that converges towards some 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.
(a) Show that {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is bounded and thus has a weakly convergent subsequence with limit

𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .
(b) Prove that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.
(c) Conclude that the subsequence converges in fact strongly toward 𝑥 .

(iii) Show that every cluster point of the sequence {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is both a mode of `𝑦 and a minimizer of

the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 .
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(iv) Use the existence of a point with these properties to prove that every mode of `𝑦 is a minimizer

of the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 and vice versa.

Points 𝑥Y with property (2.5) are called an asymptotic maximizing family. Parts (i) to (iii) are stated

separately as Theorem 2.11. The most notable corrections in comparison with [13] are the following.

(C1) In step (ii) (c), it is used that the Gaussian prior `0 satises

lim inf

𝑛→∞

`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥𝑛))
`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (0))

= 0

for any sequence (𝑥𝑛)𝑛∈ℕ in 𝑋 that converges weakly but not strongly towards some 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 and

any positive null sequence (Y𝑛)𝑛∈ℕ. In [13], this statement was only proven for the special case

𝑥 = 0, see [13, Lemma 3.9]. The required statement was proven as Lemma 4.13 in [24] and its

proof was later simplied in Corollary 3.7 of [22].

(C2) In step (iii), it is used without proof that the Gaussian prior `0 satises

lim sup

𝑛→∞

`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥𝑛))
`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))

≤ 1

for any sequence (𝑥𝑛)𝑛∈ℕ in 𝑋 that converges strongly towards some 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 and any posi-

tive null sequence (Y𝑛)𝑛∈ℕ. This statement was later proven by Masoumeh Dashti (personal

communication, 3 July 2017), see Lemma 4.14 in [24].

(C3) In step (iii), it is only proved that

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y′𝑛 (𝑥))
sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `

𝑦 (𝐵Y′𝑛 (𝑥))
= 1

for a subsequence {Y ′𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ of {Y𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ. This is not immediately obvious because it is hidden by

the notation Y → 0. In order for 𝑥 to be a mode, the limit needs to be 1 for any positive sequence

{Y𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ with Y𝑛 → 0.

(C4) In the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [13], a family {𝑥𝑟 }𝑟>0 of maximizers of 𝑥 ↦→ `𝑦 (𝐵𝑟 (𝑥)) is used
instead of the family {𝑥Y}Y>0 dened in (2.5). However, as discussed in [22], these maximizers —

also called radius-𝑟 modes — do not necessarily exist. Their existence in our setting has been

proven in Corollary A.9 of [27]. Nonetheless, we adopt the more general approach of Klebanov

and Wacker used in [22] to resolve this issue and work with an asymptotic maximizing family,

which always exists by denition of the supremum.

In Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 of [22], the coincidence of MAP estimates with minimizers of the Onsager–

Machlup functional is proven for posterior distributions based upon diagonal Gaussian priors on ℓ𝑝 ,

1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞, under the same (stricter) assumptions on the likelihood as in [13]. The proof of these

results follows the fundamental structure of that in [13, 24]. The main dierences lie in the use of

an asymptotic maximizing family instead of radius-𝑟 modes and in simplifying the proofs of several

lemmas regarding the small ball probabilities of Gaussian measures in the separable Hilbert space case

𝑝 = 2. The proof of our main result, Theorem 2.9, builds on the following auxiliary result.

Theorem 2.11. For every Y > 0, let 𝑥Y ∈ 𝑋 satisfy

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ (1 − Y) sup
𝑥 ∈𝑋

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥)) .

If Φ satises Assumption 2.6, then the following holds true for every positive sequence {Y𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ with
Y𝑛 → 0:

Remo Kretschmann Variational characterization of posterior modes
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(i) The sequence {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ contains a subsequence that converges strongly in 𝑋 , and every weak cluster
point 𝑥 of {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ satises 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.

(ii) Every cluster point 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 of {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ minimizes the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 , and every
subsequence {𝑥Y𝑛𝑚 }𝑚∈ℕ converging toward 𝑥 satises

lim

𝑚→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛𝑚 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛𝑚 (𝑥Y𝑛𝑚 )) = 1.

(iii) Every cluster point 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 of {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is a mode of `𝑦 .

Remark 2.12. Theorem 2.11 guarantees in particular the existence of a mode.

Proof of Theorem 2.11. First of all, we note that for each Y > 0, an 𝑥Y ∈ 𝑋 with `𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ (1 −
Y) sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥)) exists by denition of the supremum, and the supremum is nite because `𝑦 is

a probability measure. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Φ(0) = 0, because adding a

constant to Φ can be absorbed by the normalization constant 𝑍 without changing the measure `𝑦 .

Ad (i): Let {Y𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ be a positive null sequence and assume w.l.o.g. that Y𝑛 ≤ 1 for all 𝑛 ∈ ℕ. We rst

show that {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is bounded in 𝑋 . By Assumption 2.6 (i), we have

Φ(𝑢) = Φ(𝑢) − Φ(0) ≤ 𝐿(1)‖𝑢‖𝑋

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝐵1(0). From this we obtain, using Anderson’s inequality, that

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ (1 − Y) sup
𝑢∈𝑋

∫
𝐵Y (𝑢)

`𝑦 (𝑑𝑣) = (1 − Y) sup
𝑢∈𝑋

∫
𝐵Y (𝑢)

1

𝑍
𝑒−Φ(𝑣)`0(𝑑𝑣)

≥ 1 − Y
𝑍

∫
𝐵Y (0)

𝑒−Φ(𝑣)`0(𝑑𝑣) ≥
1 − Y
𝑍

∫
𝐵Y (0)

𝑒−𝐿 (1) ‖𝑣 ‖𝑋 `0(𝑑𝑣)

≥ 1 − Y
𝑍

𝑒−𝐿 (1)Y`0(𝐵Y (0))

with 𝑍 =
∫
𝑋
exp(−Φ(𝑣))`0(d𝑣) for all Y ∈ (0, 1]. On the other hand, we have

Φ(𝑢) = Φ(𝑢) − Φ(0) ≥ 𝐿‖𝑢‖𝑋

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 by Assumption 2.6 (ii), which yields

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑢)) =
∫
𝐵Y (𝑢)

1

𝑍
𝑒−Φ(𝑣)`0(𝑑𝑣) ≤

1

𝑍

∫
𝐵Y (𝑢)

𝑒𝐿 ‖𝑣 ‖𝑋 `0(𝑑𝑣) ≤
1

𝑍
𝑒𝐿 ( ‖𝑢 ‖𝑋 +Y)`0(𝐵Y (𝑢))

holds for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 . Together, we obtain

(2.6) `0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ 𝑍𝑒−𝐿 ( ‖𝑥Y ‖𝑋 +Y)`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y)) ≥ (1 − Y) 𝑒−𝐿 ‖𝑥Y ‖𝑋−(𝐿+𝐿 (1))Y`0(𝐵Y (0))

for all Y ∈ (0, 1]. However, [13, Lem. 3.6] proves that there exists 𝑎1 > 0 such that

(2.7)

`0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

≤ 𝑒−
𝑎
1

2
( ‖𝑥Y ‖2𝑋−2Y)

for all Y > 0. Assuming that {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is unbounded, i.e., that there is a subsequence, again denoted by

{𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ, with ‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖𝑋 → ∞ as 𝑛 → ∞, leads to a contradiction, because in this case,

𝑎1

2

(
‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖2 − 2Y𝑛

)
− 𝐿‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖ −

(
𝐿 + 𝐿(1)

)
Y𝑛 + ln(1 − Y𝑛)

=

(𝑎1
2

‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖ − 𝐿
)
‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖ −

(
𝑎1 + 𝐿 + 𝐿(1)

)
Y𝑛 + ln(1 − Y𝑛) → ∞

Remo Kretschmann Variational characterization of posterior modes
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as 𝑛 → ∞, which implied

`0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

≥ (1 − Y𝑛) 𝑒−𝐿‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖𝑋−(𝐿+𝐿 (1))Y𝑛 > 𝑒
−𝑎

1

2

(
‖𝑥Y𝑛 ‖2𝑋−2Y𝑛

)
≥ `0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

for suciently large 𝑛 by (2.6) and (2.7). So {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ is bounded. By the reexivity of 𝑋 , it therefore

contains a subsequence {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈𝑁1
that converges weakly toward some 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Now, we show that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 for any weak cluster point 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 of {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ. We can choose 𝑅 > 0 such

that 𝑥Y𝑛 ∈ 𝐵𝑅 (0) for all 𝑛 ∈ ℕ. Let 𝐿 denote the Lipschitz constant of Φ on 𝐵𝑅+1(0). By the choice of 𝑥Y
and the boundedness of {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ, we have

2

3

≤ 1 − Y ≤ `𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (0))

=

∫
𝐵Y (𝑥Y )

𝑒−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)∫
𝐵Y (0)

𝑒−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)
≤ 𝑒𝐿 ( ‖𝑥Y ‖𝑋 +Y)

𝑒−𝐿Y
`0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

= 𝑒𝐿 ( ‖𝑥Y ‖𝑋 +2Y) `0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

≤ 𝑒𝐿 (𝑅+2) `0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`0(𝐵Y (0))

(2.8)

for all 0 < Y ≤ 1

3
. Let {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈𝑁2

denote the subsequence that converges weakly toward 𝑥 . If we assume

that 𝑥 ∉ 𝐸, then [13, Lem. 3.7] tells us that there exists 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁2 such that `0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))/`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (0)) ≤
1

3
𝑒−𝐿 (𝑅+2) , and consequently

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (0))

≤ 1

3

,

which poses a contradiction. So 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 and, consequently, also 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.
Next, we show that {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈𝑁1

converges strongly toward 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸. Suppose it does not. Then Lemma

4.13 in [24] (or Corollary 3.7 in [22]) applies and yields the existence of an 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁1 such that

`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (0))

≤ 1

3

𝑒−𝐿 (𝑅+2) ,

which contradicts (2.8). So the subsequence {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈𝑁1
does indeed converge strongly in 𝑋 toward

𝑥 ∈ 𝐸.
Ad (ii): Let {𝑥Y𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ denote a subsequence that converges toward the cluster point 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸. First, we

show that

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))

= 1.

By denition of 𝑥Y and the Lipschitz continuity of Φ on bounded sets we have

1 − Y ≤ `𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥Y))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

= 𝑒Φ(𝑥)−Φ(𝑥Y )

∫
𝐵Y (𝑥Y )

𝑒Φ(𝑥Y )−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)∫
𝐵Y (𝑥)

𝑒Φ(𝑥)−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)
≤ 𝑒𝐿 ‖𝑥Y−𝑥 ‖𝑋 𝑒2𝐿Y `0(𝐵Y (𝑥Y))

`0(𝐵Y (𝑥))
,

for all Y > 0 and consequently, by the convergence 𝑥Y𝑛 → 𝑥 and Lemma 4.14 in [24] (or Lemma A.2 in

[22]),

1 ≤ lim inf

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))

≤ lim sup

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))

≤ lim sup

𝑛→∞

`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`0(𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))

≤ 1.

Next, we show that 𝑥 minimizes the Onsager–Machlup functional 𝐼 of `𝑦 . By Proposition 2.8, a

minimizer 𝑥∗ ∈ 𝐸 of 𝐼 exists. If we suppose that 𝑥 was not a minimizer of 𝐼 , then 𝐼 (𝑥) − 𝐼 (𝑥∗) > 0, and

thus

1 = lim

𝑛→∞
(1 − Y𝑛) ≤ lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥∗))

= lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥Y𝑛 ))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y𝑛 (𝑥∗))

= 1 exp(𝐼 (𝑥∗) − 𝐼 (𝑥)) < 1,

Remo Kretschmann Variational characterization of posterior modes
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by the choice of 𝑥Y and Proposition 2.7, which poses a contradiction.

Ad (iii): It remains to show that 𝑥 is a mode of `𝑦 , i.e., that for every positive sequence {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ with

𝛿𝑛 → 0, we have

(2.9) lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥𝛿𝑛 ))

= 1.

To this end, we choose an arbitrary subsequence of {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ, again denoted by {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ. Then, by (i),

there exists a subsubsequence, again denoted by {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ, such that 𝑥𝛿𝑛 → 𝑥 for some 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸. Moreover,

by (ii), the limit 𝑥 minimizes 𝐼 and satises

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥𝛿𝑛 ))

= 1.

Since 𝑥 minimizes 𝐼 as well by (ii), this implies

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥𝛿𝑛 ))

= lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))

lim

𝑛→∞

`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵𝛿𝑛 (𝑥𝛿𝑛 ))

= exp(𝐼 (𝑥) − 𝐼 (𝑥))1 = 1

for the subsubsequence {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ by Proposition 2.7. Now (2.9) follows for the original sequence {𝛿𝑛}𝑛∈ℕ
from a subsequence-subsequence argument. �

Now, we are able to prove the main result.

Proof of Theorem 2.9. By Theorem 2.11, there exists 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 which is both a mode of `𝑦 and a minimizer

of the Onsager–Machlup functional 𝐼 of `𝑦 .

Let 𝑥 be a mode of `𝑦 . Since 𝑥 is also a mode, it follows that

lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

= lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `

𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
lim

Y→0

sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `
𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
= 1.

Due to the Lipschitz continuity of Φ on bounded sets, we have

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

= 𝑒Φ(𝑥)−Φ(𝑥)

∫
𝐵Y (𝑥)

𝑒Φ(𝑥)−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)∫
𝐵Y (𝑥)

𝑒Φ(𝑥)−Φ(𝑣)`0(d𝑣)
≤ 𝑒𝐿 ‖𝑥−𝑥 ‖𝑋 𝑒2𝐿Y

∫
𝐵Y (𝑥)

`0(d𝑣)∫
𝐵Y (𝑥)

`0(d𝑣)
.

This implies that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸, as otherwise [13, Lem. 3.7] lead to

1 = lim inf

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

≤ 𝑒𝐿 ‖𝑥−𝑥 ‖𝑋 lim inf

Y→0

`0(𝐵Y (𝑥))
`0(𝐵Y (𝑥))

= 0,

a contradiction. The denition of the OM functional yields

1 = lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

= exp(𝐼 (𝑥) − 𝐼 (𝑥)),

and consequently 𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝐼 (𝑥), i.e., 𝑢 is also a minimizer of 𝐼 .

Conversely, let 𝑥∗ ∈ 𝐸 be a minimizer of 𝐼 . Since 𝑥 is also a minimizer of 𝐼 and a mode of `𝑦 ,

Proposition 2.7 tells us that

lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥∗))
sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `

𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
= lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥∗))
`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))

lim

Y→0

`𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
sup𝑥 ∈𝑋 `

𝑦 (𝐵Y (𝑥))
= exp(𝐼 (𝑥) − 𝐼 (𝑥∗))1 = 1,

i.e., 𝑥∗ is also a mode of `𝑦 . �
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3 bayesian inverse problems

Let us now consider the inverse problem of nding an unknown quantity 𝑢, given an indirect mea-

surement

(3.1) 𝑦 = 𝐹 (𝑢) + [

corrupted by additive noise [. Here, 𝑢 and 𝑦 each lie in a separable Hilbert space 𝑋 and 𝑌 , respectively.

The relation between unknown and measured quantity is described by an operator 𝐹 : 𝑋 → 𝑌 and may

be nonlinear. We are particularly interested in the case when this problem is ill-posed. We assume that

the noise [ follows a distribution a . Now, we take a Bayesian approach and assign a prior distribution

`0 to 𝑢, where we assume that 𝑢 and [ are independent.

Let us assume that a𝑧 := a (· − 𝑧) is absolutely continuous with respect to a for all 𝑧 in a linear

subspace 𝑍 of 𝑌 , i.e., that {a𝑧}𝑧∈𝑍 is dominated by a . In this case, a𝑧 and a are even equivalent since

a−𝑧 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. to a as well, and hence also a = (a𝑧)−𝑧 w.r.t. a𝑧 . If we furthermore

assume that R(𝐹 ) ⊆ 𝑍 , then a𝐹 (𝑢) is a regular conditional distribution of 𝑦 , given 𝑢, by [24, Prop. 1.4].

The negative log-likelihood is then given by Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦), where

Ψ(𝑧, 𝑦) := − ln

da𝑧

da
(𝑦)

denotes for each 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 the negative log-density of a𝑧 with respect to a . Here, the Radon–Nikodym

derivative is nonzero a-almost everywhere due to the equivalence of a𝑧 and a . If the likelihood

(𝑢, 𝑦) ↦→ exp(−Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦)) is a measurable function on 𝑋 × 𝑌 , and if the integral∫
𝑋

exp(−Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥), 𝑦))`0(d𝑥)

is positive for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 , then Bayes’ formula

d`𝑦

d`0
(𝑢) = exp(−Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦))∫

𝑋
exp(−Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥), 𝑦))`0(d𝑥)

denes a regular conditional distibution `𝑦 of 𝑢, given 𝑦 , in terms of its density with respect to

`0 according to Bayes’ theorem [24, Thm. 1.3]. We see that `𝑦 satises Assumption 2.5 (ii) with

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦).
Although the range condition R(𝐹 ) ⊆ 𝑍 is generally nontrivial in innite-dimensional spaces, it

is usually not restrictive in the context of inverse problems, since the forward operator is typically

smoothing. Moreover, it is trivially satised in case of white Gaussian process noise, as will be discussed

in the following subsection. In Lemma 4.2, we will see that the forward operator in case of the

backward heat equation is innitely smoothing. By Lemma 6.6 in [25], the forward operator in case of

a deconvolution problem on 𝐿2(−1, 1) with a specic kernel maps to the Sobolev space 𝐻 4(−1, 1).

3.1 gaussian noise

In case of nondegenerate centered Gaussian noise [ ∼ N𝑄 with covariance 𝑄 , a𝑧 = N𝑧,𝑄 is absolutely

continuous with respect to a = N𝑄 for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 = R(𝑄 1/2) by the Cameron–Martin theorem [12,

Thm. 2.8], and Ψ is given by the Cameron–Martin formula

(3.2) Ψ(𝑧, 𝑦) =
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(
(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌
2_𝑘

−
(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 (𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌

_𝑘

)
,

where (_𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ denotes an eigensystem of 𝑄 .
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The following example shows that in case of an innite-dimensional space 𝑌 , Φ(·, 𝑦) is in general

not bounded from below. That is, we can choose a forward mapping 𝐹 , data 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 and a sequence

(𝑢𝑛)𝑛∈ℕ in 𝑋 such that Φ(𝑢𝑛, 𝑦) → −∞.

Example 3.1. Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be innite-dimensional separable Hilbert spaces and let (𝑓𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ and (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ
be orthonormal bases of 𝑋 and 𝑌 , respectively. As a forward mapping, consider the bounded linear

operator 𝐴: 𝑋 → 𝑌 given by

𝐴𝑥 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

1

𝑘2
(𝑥, 𝑓𝑘 )𝑋𝑒𝑘 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Solving 𝐴𝑥 = 𝑦 can be interpreted as estimating the second derivative of a function 𝑦 ∈ 𝐶2(0, 1), see
section 1.3.1 in [9]. Consider, furthermore, Gaussian noise [ ∼ N𝑄 with covariance operator 𝑄 : 𝑌 → 𝑌 ,

𝑄𝑧 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

1

𝑘2
(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌𝑒𝑘 = (𝐴𝐴∗)

1

2 𝑧 for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑌 .

Then, tr𝑄 =
∑∞

𝑘=1
1

𝑘2
is nite, and we have

R(𝐴) =
{
𝑧 ∈ 𝑌 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘4(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌 < ∞
}

⊆
{
𝑧 ∈ 𝑌 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘2(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌 < ∞
}
= R(𝑄 1

2 ) = 𝑍 .

The negative log-likelihood is given by

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐴𝑢, 𝑦) =
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(
(𝐴𝑢, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌
2𝑘−2

−
(𝐴𝑢, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 (𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌

𝑘−2

)
=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(
(𝐴𝑢 − 𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌

2𝑘−2
−

(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌
2𝑘−2

)
Now, we choose

𝑦 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

1

𝑘
𝑒𝑘 and 𝑢𝑛 :=

𝑛∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘 𝑓𝑘 for all 𝑛 ∈ ℕ.

This way,

Φ(𝑢𝑛, 𝑦) =
𝑛∑︁
𝑘=1

(
0 − 1

2

)
= −𝑛

2

→ −∞ as 𝑛 → ∞.

We examine under which conditions on the forward mapping 𝐹 the negative log-likelihoodΦ(𝑥, 𝑦) =
Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥), 𝑦) is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets and satises the lower cone condition in case of

additive Gaussian noise [ ∼ N𝑄 . The majority of the proofs of this section are deferred to Appendix b.

Proposition 3.2. Assume that the forward mapping 𝐹 satises R(𝐹 ) ⊆ R(𝑄), that 𝑄−1 ◦ 𝐹 is Lipschitz
continuous on bounded sets and that there exists 𝐿0 > 0 such that

(3.3) ‖𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢) −𝑄−1𝐹 (0)‖𝑌 ≤ 𝐿0‖𝑢‖𝑋 for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 .

Then Φ: 𝑋 × 𝑌 → ℝ, given by

(3.4) Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦) = 1

2

𝑄− 1

2 𝐹 (𝑢)
2
𝑌
−

(
𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦

)
𝑌
,

satises Assumption 2.6.

Remo Kretschmann Variational characterization of posterior modes
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Corollary 3.3. If the forward mapping is a linear operator𝐴 such that R(𝐴) ⊆ R(𝑄) and𝑄−1𝐴 is bounded,
then Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐴𝑢, 𝑦) with Ψ given by (3.2) satises Assumption 2.6.

Theorem 3.4. Let Assumption 2.5 hold with Φ given by (3.4). Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2 or
Corollary 3.3, the modes of the posterior distribution `𝑦 are the minimizers of 𝐼 : R(Σ1/2) → ℝ,

(3.5) 𝐼 (𝑢) = 1

2

‖𝐹 (𝑢)‖2𝑄 −
(
𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦

)
𝑌
+ 1

2

‖𝑢‖2Σ .

Proof. By Proposition 3.2 or Corollary 3.3, Φ satises Assumption 2.6. This allows us to apply Theo-

rem 2.9, which tells us that the modes of `𝑦 coincide with the minimizers of its Onsager–Machlup

functional. By Proposition 2.7, the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 , in turn, is given by 𝑢 ↦→
Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) + 1

2
‖𝑢‖2Σ. �

Example 3.5. We return to Example 3.1 and show that its set-up satises Assumption 2.6. The range of

𝐴

R(𝐴) =
{
𝑧 ∈ 𝑌 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘4(𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )2𝑌 < ∞
}
= R(𝑄)

is equal to the range of 𝑄 , and we have

𝑄−1𝐴𝑥 =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(𝑥, 𝑓𝑘 )𝑋𝑒𝑘 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

The operator 𝑄−1𝐴 is bounded and therefore globally Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, condition (3.3)

is satised with 𝐿0 = ‖𝑄−1𝐴‖𝑋→𝑌 = 1. Now, Assumption 2.6 holds by Proposition 3.2. We see that here,

Φ(·, 𝑦) satises the lower cone condition but does not have a lower bound.

3.1.1 white gaussian noise

Observations

𝑦 = 𝐹 (𝑢) + 𝜎𝑤

perturbed by a Gaussian white noise process 𝜎𝑤 on 𝑌 , 𝜎 > 0, can be described rigorously by model

(3.1). A standard Gaussian white noise process𝑤 almost surely takes values in the algebraic dual space
𝑌 ∗

of 𝑌 . It is characterized by the property that each marginal 〈𝑤,𝑔〉𝑌 ∗×𝑌 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝑌 , is a centered real

Gaussian random variable and the marginals are corollated via 𝔼[〈𝑤,𝑔〉𝑌 ∗×𝑌 〈𝑤,ℎ〉𝑌 ∗×𝑌 ] = (𝑔, ℎ)𝑌 for

all 𝑔, ℎ ∈ 𝑌 . For any self-adjoint, positive, trace class operator 𝑄 on 𝑌 ,𝑤 moreover almost surely takes

values in the topological dual space 𝑉 ′ ⊃ 𝑌 ′
of 𝑉 := R(𝑄 1/2) ⊂ 𝑌 , that is, realizations of𝑤 are almost

surely continuous linear functionals on 𝑉 , see appendix 7.4 of [32], [28], or Remark 4.3 in [25]. This

allows interpreting𝑤 rigorously as a 𝑉 ′
-valued Gaussian random variable.

Let a denote the distribution of 𝜎𝑤 on 𝑉 ′
. Then, the shifted measure a (𝑧, ·)𝑌 is absolutely continuous

w.r.t. a for each 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 := 𝑌 by the Cameron–Martin theorem [18, Prop. 6.1.5], and

(3.6) Ψ(𝑧, 𝑦) = − ln

da (𝑧, ·)
da

(𝑦) = 1

2𝜎2
‖𝑧‖2𝑌 − 1

𝜎2
〈𝑦, 𝑧〉𝑌 ∗×𝑌 a-a.e..

Proposition 3.6. Let 𝑄 be a self-adjoint, positive, trace class operator on 𝑌 . Let furthermore 𝑉 = R(𝑄 1/2)
be equipped with the norm ‖·‖𝑉 = ‖𝑄−1/2·‖𝑌 . If the forward mapping 𝐹 satises R(𝐹 ) ⊆ 𝑉 , is Lipschitz
continuous on bounded sets as a mapping from 𝑋 to 𝑉 , and there exists 𝐿0 > 0 such that

‖𝐹 (𝑢) − 𝐹 (0)‖𝑉 ≤ 𝐿0‖𝑢‖𝑋 for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋,
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then Φ: 𝑋 ×𝑉 ′ → ℝ, given by

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦) = 1

2𝜎2
‖𝐹 (𝑢)‖2𝑌 − 1

𝜎2
〈𝑦, 𝐹 (𝑢)〉𝑉 ′×𝑉 ,

satises Assumption 2.6.

Corollary 3.7. If the forward mapping is an injective Hilbert–Schmidt operator𝐴, then Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐴𝑢, 𝑦)
with Ψ given by (3.6) satises Assumption 2.6.

Remark 3.8. In case of a linear forward operator 𝐴, the assumptions of Proposition 3.6 simplify to the

condition that there exists a self-adjoint, positive, trace class operator𝑄 on𝑌 such thatR(𝐴) ⊆ R(𝑄 1/2)
and 𝑄−1/2𝐴 is bounded. The assumption of Corollary 3.3 that 𝑄−1𝐴 is bounded is slightly stronger and

not as straightforward to interpret since it depends on the given covariance structure of the noise.

Lemma 4.2 shows that the solution operator of the forward heat equation satises this condition in

combination with Gaussian noise of the same covariance as the considered Laplacian noise.

3.2 laplacian noise

We are particularly interested in the case of Laplacian noise, which we dene as follows. Let L𝑎,_

denote the usual Laplace distribution onℝ with mean 𝑎 ∈ ℝ and variance _ > 0. We dene a Laplacian

random variable b with values in a separable Hilbert space 𝑋 for 𝑎 ∈ 𝑋 and a self-adjoint, positive,

trace class operator 𝑄 ∈ 𝐿(𝑋 ) with eigensystem (_𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ by

(3.7) b :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

b𝑘𝑒𝑘 ,

where (b𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ are independent real-valued random variables with b𝑘 ∼ L (𝑎,𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 ,_𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ. We

denote its distribution by L𝑎,𝑄 or just L𝑄 if 𝑎 = 0.

Lemma 3.9. The series in (3.7) denes an 𝑋 -valued random variable.

Note that in contrast with Gaussian random variables, a dierent choice of the eigenbasis (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ, if
there exists a freedom of choice, denes a random variable with a dierent distribution. Like Gaussian

random variables, Laplacian random variables have the central property that for all elements of the

chosen basis (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ, the marginals (b, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 = b𝑘 are independent real valued Laplacian random

variables. Arbitrary marginals (b, 𝑔)𝑋 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝑋 , are, however, in general not Laplacian. This construction

of Laplacian measures is similar to that of 1-exponential measures in [2], with the dierence that it takes

the covariance operator 𝑄 as a starting point rather than the basis (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ. It can also be considered a

generalization of 𝐵𝑠
1
-Besov measures from functions on ℝ𝑑

using a wavelet basis to arbitrary separable

Hilbert spaces, cf. [17]. For more details on the construction of Laplacian countable product measures,

see also section 3.4 of [24].

The following result characterizes the admissible shifts of a Laplacian measure in terms of its

covariance operator analogous to the Cameron–Martin theorem [12, Thm. 2.8]. For its proof, see

Theorem 3.10 in [24] or Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.20 in [5].

Theorem 3.10. Let 𝑄 ∈ 𝐿(𝑋 ) be a self-adjoint, positive, trace class operator with eigensystem (_𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ
on a separable Hilbert space 𝑋 and 𝑎 ∈ 𝑋 . Let, moreover, L𝑎,𝑄 and L𝑄 be dened using the eigenbasis
(𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ.

(i) If 𝑎 ∉ R(𝑄 1

2 ), then L𝑎,𝑄 and L𝑄 are singular.

Remo Kretschmann Variational characterization of posterior modes
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(ii) If 𝑎 ∈ R(𝑄 1

2 ), then L𝑎,𝑄 and L𝑄 are equivalent and the density dL𝑎,𝑄

dL𝑄
is given by

dL𝑎,𝑄

dL𝑄

(𝑥) = exp

(
−
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(���(𝑄− 1

2 (𝑥 − 𝑎), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋
��� − ���(𝑄− 1

2𝑥, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋
���))

= exp

(
−
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑥, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 − (𝑎, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 | − |(𝑥, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 |√
_𝑘

)
L𝑄 -almost everywhere.

Theorem 3.10 shows that for Laplacian noise [ ∼ L𝑄 , a𝑧 = L𝑧,𝑄 is absolutely continuous with

respect to a = L𝑄 for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 = R(𝑄 1/2) as in the Gaussian case, and

(3.8) Ψ(𝑧, 𝑦) =
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 − (𝑧, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
_
1/2
𝑘

.

Example 3.11. We return to Example 3.1 and show that in case of Laplacian noise [ ∼ L𝑄 , Φ(·, 𝑦) is not
bounded from below either. Here, we have

Φ(𝑢𝑛, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐴𝑢𝑛, 𝑦) =
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑦 −𝐴𝑢𝑛, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
𝑘−1

=
√
2

𝑛∑︁
𝑘=1

(0 − 1) = −
√
2𝑛 → −∞

as 𝑛 tends to innity for 𝑦 and 𝑢𝑛 chosen as in Example 3.1.

We examine under which conditions on the forward mapping 𝐹 the negative log-likelihoodΦ(𝑢, 𝑦) =
Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦) is Lipschitz continuous in 𝑢 in case of additive Laplacian noise [ ∼ L𝑄 .

Proposition 3.12. Let (_𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ denote an eigensystem of 𝑄 and let the forward mapping 𝐹 : 𝑋 → 𝑌

satisfy one of the following two conditions.

(i) There exists 𝐶 > 0 such that

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝐹 (𝑥1) − 𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
_
1/2
𝑘

≤ 𝐶 ‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋 for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋,

or

(ii) 𝐹 is Fréchet dierentiable and there exists 𝐶 > 0 such that

(3.9)

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

‖𝐹 ′(𝑥)∗𝑒𝑘 ‖𝑋
_
1/2
𝑘

≤ 𝐶 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Then Φ: 𝑋 × 𝑌 → ℝ, given by

(3.10) Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑦) =
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑦 − 𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
_
1/2
𝑘

,

is Lipschitz continuous in 𝑢 for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 . In particular, Assumption 2.6 is satised.
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Proposition 3.13. If the forward mapping is a compact linear operator 𝐾 such that 𝐾𝐾∗ is diagonalizable
with respect to the eigenvectors (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ of 𝑄 and 𝑄−1/2𝐾 is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator, then Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) =
Ψ(𝐴𝑢, 𝑦) with Ψ given by (3.8) is Lipschitz continuous in 𝑢 for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 with Lipschitz constant√
2‖𝑄−1/2𝐾 ‖HS independent of 𝑦 . In particular, Assumption 2.6 is satised.

Theorem 3.14. Let Assumption 2.5 hold with Φ given by (3.10). Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.12
or Proposition 3.13, the modes of the posterior distribution `𝑦 are the minimizers of 𝐼 : R(Σ1/2) → ℝ,

𝐼 (𝑢) =
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑦 − 𝐹 (𝑢), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
_
1/2
𝑘

+ 1

2

‖𝑢‖2Σ .

Proof. By Proposition 3.12 or Proposition 3.13, Φ satises Assumption 2.6. This allows us to apply

Theorem 2.9, which tells us that the modes of `𝑦 coincide with the minimizers of its Onsager–Machlup

functional. By Proposition 2.7, the Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 , in turn, is given by 𝑢 ↦→
Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) + 1

2
‖𝑢‖2Σ. �

Example 3.15.We return to Example 3.1 and show that in case of Laplacian noise, Φ(·, 𝑦) is Lipschitz
continuous. To this end, we note that 𝑄−1/2𝐴 is Hilbert–Schmidt because𝑄− 1

2𝐴

2
HS

=

𝐴∗𝑄− 1

2

2
HS

=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

‖𝐴∗𝑄− 1

2𝑒𝑘 ‖
2

𝑋 =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘2‖𝐴∗𝑒𝑘 ‖2𝑋 =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

1

𝑘2
.

Thus, Φ(·, 𝑦) is Lipschitz continuous by Proposition 3.13. We see that as in case of Gaussian noise,

Φ(·, 𝑦) satises the lower cone condition but is not bounded from below.

In Proposition 4.3, we will see that the solution operator of the forward heat equation also satises

the assumptions of Proposition 3.13 in combination with the considered Laplacian noise.

4 severely ill-posed linear problems

Eventually, we study the rate of convergence of the MAP estimator based upon a Gaussian prior

distribution as the noise level tends to zero for the example of a severely ill-posed linear problem with

measurements corrupted by Laplacian noise. This problem can be considered as a generalization of

the inverse heat equation. It has been studied with measurements corrupted by Gaussian noise in

subsections 1.2 and 3.3 of [14]. For more details on this example, see also chapter 5 of [24]. The proofs

of some of the results of this section are deferred to Appendix c.

4.1 set-up

Throughout this section we consider the following set-up. Let {𝜑𝑘 }𝑘∈ℕ be an orthonormal basis of a

separable Hilbert space 𝑋 . Moreover, let {𝛼𝑘 }𝑘∈ℕ be a positive, non-decreasing sequence, 𝐶−,𝐶+ > 0,

and 𝑑 ∈ ℕ such that

𝐶−𝑘
2

𝑑 ≤ 𝛼𝑘 ≤ 𝐶+𝑘
2

𝑑 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ.

Now, we dene an unbounded linear operator 𝐴 on

D(𝐴) :=
{
𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼2
𝑘
| (𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |2 < ∞

}
by

(4.1) 𝐴𝑥 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑘 (𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋𝜑𝑘 .
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Next, we dene the forward operator 𝐾 : 𝑋 → 𝑋 via functional calculus as 𝐾 := 𝑒−𝐴, i.e., by

(4.2) 𝐾𝑥 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑒−𝛼𝑘 (𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋𝜑𝑘 .

As a limit of linear operators with nite-dimensional range, 𝐾 is a compact linear operator. We then

consider the inverse problem of nding 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 , given a measurement 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 := 𝑋 related to 𝑢 by

(4.3) 𝑦 = 𝐾𝑢 + [,

where [ ∈ 𝑋 is noise.

Example 4.1. For appropriately chosen subsets Ω of ℝ𝑑
(e.g. bounded, open, and with 𝐶∞

boundary),

the weak Laplace operator 𝐴 := −Δ in 𝑋 := 𝐿2(Ω) has the aforementioned properties, see Example 5.5

in [24]. The eigenfunctions of 𝐴 under Dirichlet boundary conditions form an orthonormal basis of

𝐿2(Ω) by Theorem 6.5.1 in [16], and the corresponding eigenvalues grow in the order of 𝑘2/𝑑 according

to Weyl’s asymptotic formula (see Theorem 8.16 and Remark 8.17 in [33]). The domain of 𝐴 is then

given by D(𝐴) = 𝐻 2(Ω) ∩ 𝐻 1

0
(Ω).

For 𝑢 ∈ 𝐿2(Ω), 𝑣 (𝑡) := 𝑒−𝑡𝐴𝑢 constitutes the unique solution to the heat equation

d𝑣 (𝑡)
d𝑡

= Δ𝑣 (𝑡) for 𝑡 > 0

with initial condition 𝑣 (0) = 𝑢 by Proposition 5.20 in [24]. For 𝐴 = −Δ, the aforementioned inverse

problem thus corresponds to nding the heat distribution 𝑢 on Ω at time 0 from a noisy measurement

𝑦 of the heat distribution 𝐾𝑢 = 𝑒−𝐴𝑢 at time 1.

For 𝑠 ∈ ℝ, we dene powers 𝐴𝑠
of 𝐴 on

D(𝐴𝑠) :=
{
𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼2𝑠
𝑘
| (𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |2 < ∞

}
via functional calculus as

𝐴𝑠𝑥 :=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑠
𝑘
(𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋𝜑𝑘 .

The operator 𝐴 induces a decreasing scale of Hilbert spaces {X𝑠 }𝑠≥0, where

(4.4) X𝑠
:= D(𝐴 𝑠

2 ) = R(𝐴− 𝑠
2 ) =

{
𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 :

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑠
𝑘
| (𝑥, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |2 < ∞

}
is endowed with the norm ‖𝑥 ‖X𝑠 := ‖𝐴𝑠/2𝑥 ‖𝑋 . The operator 𝐴−𝑠

is trace class for any 𝑠 > 𝑑/2 since

(4.5) tr𝐴−𝑠 =
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(𝐴−𝑠𝜑𝑘 , 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼−𝑠
𝑘

≤ 𝐶−𝑠
−

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑘−
2𝑠
𝑑 .

We model the inverse problem in a Bayesian framework. We assume that the noise follows a

Laplacian distribution a := L𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 with 𝑏 > 0 and 𝛽 > 𝑑/2, and we assign a centered Gaussian prior

distribution `0 := N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 with 𝑟 > 0 and 𝜏 > 𝑑/2. Here, the measure L𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 is dened using the basis

{𝜑𝑘 }𝑘∈ℕ. As before, we assume that 𝑢 and [ are independent.
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4.2 posterior distribution

If the shifted measureL𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 is absolutely continuous with respect to the noise distributionL𝑏2𝐴−𝛽

for every 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 , then it follows from [24, Prop. 1.4] that

(𝑢,𝑉 ) ↦→ L𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 (𝑉 )

is a regular conditional distribution of 𝑦 , given 𝑢. Theorem 3.10 tells us that L𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 and L𝑏2𝐴−𝛽

are equivalent if and only if 𝑒−𝐴𝑢 ∈ R(𝐴−𝛽/2). This is indeed the case for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 by the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let 𝑠 > 0. Then R(exp(−𝑡𝐴)) ⊆ X𝑠 for all 𝑡 > 0 and there is a 𝐶 = 𝐶 (𝑠) > 0, such that

‖exp(−𝑡𝐴)𝑢‖X𝑠 ≤ 𝐶𝑡− 𝑠
2 ‖𝑢‖𝑋 for all 𝑡 > 0,

where 𝐴 is dened as in (4.1) and X𝑠 as in (4.4).

From Theorem 3.10 we now obtain for each 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 the density

dL𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽

dL𝑏2𝐴−𝛽
(𝑦) = exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦))

of the conditional distribution of 𝑦 , given 𝑢, with respect to that of the noise [, where

(4.6) Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) :=
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

��(𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑘 (𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋
�� − ��(𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 ��

𝑏𝛼
−𝛽/2
𝑘

for all 𝑢, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 .

In order to derive the conditional distribution of 𝑢, given 𝑦 , using Bayes’ theorem, we record the

following properties of Φ.

Proposition 4.3. The function Φ: 𝑋 × 𝑋 → ℝ, dened by (4.6), is continuous, and for every 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 ,
𝑢 ↦→ Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant independent of 𝑦 .

Proposition 4.4. Let 𝑟 > 0 and 𝜏 > 𝑑/2. Then 𝑢 ↦→ exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦)) is N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 -integrable for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 and
there exists 𝐶𝑍 > 0 such that∫

𝑋

exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦))N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢) ≥ 𝐶𝑍 for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋,

where Φ is dened as in (4.6).

With this knowledge, we are able to apply Bayes’ formula.

Theorem 4.5. Assume a Gaussian prior distribution N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 for 𝑢 with 𝐴 dened as in (4.1), 𝑟 > 0, and
𝜏 > 𝑑/2. Assume further that (𝑢,𝑉 ) ↦→ L𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 (𝑉 ) with 𝑏 > 0 and 𝛽 > 𝑑/2 is a regular conditional
distribution of the data 𝑦 , given 𝑢. Then a regular conditional distribution (𝑦, 𝐵) ↦→ `𝑦 (𝐵) of 𝑢, given 𝑦 ,
exists, the posterior distribution `𝑦 is absolutely continuous with respect to the prior distribution N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏

for every 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 and has the density

(4.7)

d`𝑦

dN𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏
(𝑢) = 1

𝑍 (𝑦) exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦)),

where Φ is given by (4.6) and

𝑍 (𝑦) =
∫
𝑋

exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦))N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢).
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. By Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 4.2, the measure 𝑃𝑢 := L𝑒−𝐴𝑢,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 is absolutely

continuous with respect to a := L𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 for all𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 with the density 𝑦 ↦→ 𝑝𝑢 (𝑦) := exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦)). The
function (𝑢, 𝑦) ↦→ 𝑝𝑢 (𝑦) is measurable by Proposition 4.3 and𝑍 (𝑦) > 0 for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 by Proposition 4.4.

Therefore, we may apply Bayes’ theorem [24, Thm. 1.3], which yields the proposition. �

Theorem 4.5 shows that `𝑦 satises Assumption 2.5, and Proposition 4.3 shows that Φ satises

Assumption 2.6. The posterior distribution is stable with respect to changes in the data, that is, small

changes in 𝑦 result in small changes in the `𝑦 measured in Hellinger distance, see Theorem 5.30 in

[24]. Introducing a Gaussian prior has a stabilising eect on the considered inverse problem.

4.3 maximum a posteriori estimator

Next, we use the variational characterization from Theorem 2.9 to nd the modes of the posterior

distribution `𝑦 as minimizers of its Onsager–Machlup functional. By the Cameron–Martin theorem

[12, Thm. 2.8], the Cameron–Martin space of the prior distribution N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 is given by X𝜏 = R(𝐴−𝜏/2),
and its Cameron–Martin norm by

1

𝑟
‖ℎ‖X𝜏 = 1

𝑟
‖𝐴𝜏/2ℎ‖𝑋 .

Theorem 4.6. For every 𝑦 ∈ X𝑠 , the functional 𝐼 𝑦 : X𝜏 → ℝ, dened by

(4.8)

𝐼𝑦 (𝑢) = Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) + 1

2𝑟 2
‖𝑢‖2X𝜏

=

√
2

𝑏

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑘 (𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 | − |(𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |
𝛼
−𝛽/2
𝑘

+ 1

2𝑟 2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |2

𝛼−𝜏
𝑘

,

is an Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 as given in (4.7). It has a unique minimizer 𝑢 = 𝑢 (𝑦) ∈ X𝜏 that
is the only mode of `𝑦 and is given by

(4.9) 𝑢 =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑒𝛼𝑘𝑃 [− 𝑟2

𝑏
𝑅𝑘 ,

𝑟2

𝑏
𝑅𝑘

] ((𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 )
𝜑𝑘 ,

where
𝑅𝑘 :=

√
2𝛼

𝛽

2
−𝜏

𝑘
𝑒−2𝛼𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ,

and
𝑃𝐼 (𝑥) := argmin

𝑧∈𝐼
|𝑧 − 𝑥 |

denotes the projection of 𝑥 ∈ ℝ onto a closed interval 𝐼 ⊆ ℝ.

Proof. Let 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 . Φ is Lipschitz continuous in 𝑢 by Proposition 4.3, so 𝑢 ↦→ Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) + 1

2𝑟 2
‖𝑢‖2X𝜏 is

an Onsager–Machlup functional of `𝑦 by Proposition 2.7. Now, Theorem 2.9 tells us that 𝐼 𝑦 has a

minimizer 𝑢 ∈ X𝜏
and that the minimizers of 𝐼 𝑦 are precisely the modes of `𝑦 , again due to the

Lipschitz continuity of Φ in 𝑢. A straightforward computation shows that the minimizer of 𝐼 𝑦 is unique

and given by (4.9), see Lemma 5.34 in [24]. �

Theorem 4.6 tells us that for the considered inverse problem, a regularized solution found by

minimizing 𝐼 𝑦 as dened in (4.8) does indeed describe a point of maximal posterior probability both

in the sense of a small ball mode and a minimizer of the Onsager–Machlup functional. In particular,

Theorem 4.6 guarantees that for every 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 , the posterior distribution `𝑦 has a unique mode. This

allows us to dene the maximum a posteriori estimator 𝑢MAP: 𝑋 → 𝑋 by assigning to each 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 the

mode 𝑢MAP(𝑦) of `𝑦 , and to express it as

(4.10) 𝑢MAP(𝑦) = argmin

𝑢∈X𝜏

𝐼 𝑦 (𝑢) = argmin

𝑢∈X𝜏

{
Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) + 1

2𝑟 2
‖𝑢‖2X𝜏

}
.
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Minimizing 𝐼 𝑦 corresponds to Tikhonov–Phillips regularization with an ℓ 1-like discrepancy term and a

quadratic penalty term, where the inverse prior variance plays the role of the regularization parameter.

We can interpret expression (4.9) for 𝑢MAP(𝑦) in the following way: The MAP estimator acts upon the

data by projecting it onto a hyperrectangle{
𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 : | (𝑦, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 | ≤

𝑟 2

𝑏
𝑅𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ

}
and then applying the inverse 𝑒𝐴 of the forward operator. It can be shown that the MAP estimator𝑢MAP

is continuous, see Theorem 5.37 in [24]. That is, the MAP estimate is stable with respect to changes in

the data.

4.4 consistency of the map estimator

Finally, we show consistency of the MAP estimator as the noise level tends to zero under the frequentist

assumption that the data is generated by a deterministic true solution 𝑢† ∈ 𝑋 , that is, when

𝑦 = 𝑒−𝐴𝑢† + [ ∼ L𝑒−𝐴𝑢†,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 .

Here, the value of our main result Theorem 2.9 lies in allowing us to translate the consistency of the

minimizer of 𝐼 𝑦 into consistency of the posterior mode. We show that under a source condition on 𝑢†

and with an a priori choice of the prior variance 𝑟 2 in the order of the noise level 𝑏, the mean squared

error (MSE) of the MAP estimator converges in the order of the noise level.

Theorem 4.7. Let 𝑢† ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑟 > 0 and assume that 𝑦 ∼ L𝑒−𝐴𝑢†,𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 with 𝑏 > 0, 𝛽 > 𝑑/2 and 𝐴 as
dened in (4.1). If there exist𝑤 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝜌 > 0 such that

(4.11) 𝑢† = 𝐴
𝛽

2
−𝜏𝑒−𝐴𝑤 and sup

𝑘∈ℕ
| (𝑤,𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 | ≤ 𝜌,

and if there exists 𝐶 > 0 such that
𝜌
√
2

𝑏 ≤ 𝑟 2 ≤ 𝐶𝑏,

then
𝔼

[
‖𝑢MAP(𝑦) − 𝑢†‖

2

𝑋

]
≤ 2𝐶 (tr𝐴−𝜏 ) 𝑏

for 𝑢MAP(𝑦) given by (4.10).

Proof. Since the components of 𝑢MAP are independent by Theorem 4.6, we have

𝔼
[
‖𝑢MAP − 𝑢†‖

2

𝑋

]
= 𝔼

[ ∞∑︁
𝑘=1

��(𝑢MAP − 𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋
��2] =

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝔼
[��(𝑢MAP − 𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋

��2] .
By Lemma 5.49 in [24], the componentwise mean squared error is given by

(4.12)

𝔼
[��(𝑢MAP(𝑦) − 𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋

��2]
=
𝑏2

𝑐2
𝑘

𝑓

(
𝑐𝑘

𝑏

����𝑟 2𝑏 𝑐𝑘𝛼−𝜏𝑘 +
��(𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 ������) + 𝑏2𝑐2

𝑘

𝑓

(
𝑐𝑘

𝑏

����𝑟 2𝑏 𝑐𝑘𝛼−𝜏𝑘 −
��(𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 ������)

+ 1[− 𝑟2

𝑏
𝑐𝑘𝛼

−𝜏
𝑘

, 𝑟
2

𝑏
𝑐𝑘𝛼

−𝜏
𝑘

] (
(𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋

) 𝑏2
𝑐2
𝑘

𝑔

(
𝑐𝑘

𝑏

����𝑟 2𝑏 𝑐𝑘𝛼−𝜏𝑘 −
��(𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 ������)
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for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ, where 𝑐𝑘 :=
√
2𝛼

𝛽/2
𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘 , 𝑓 (𝑡) := 1 − 𝑒−𝑡 − 𝑡𝑒−𝑡 and 𝑔(𝑡) := 𝑡2 − 2𝑓 (𝑡) for all 𝑡 ≥ 0. The

conditions on 𝑢† and 𝑟 ensure��(𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 �� = ���(𝐴 𝛽

2
−𝜏𝑒−𝐴𝑤,𝜑𝑘

)
𝑋

��� = ���(𝑤, 𝑒−𝐴𝐴 𝛽

2
−𝜏𝜑𝑘

)
𝑋

���
= 𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝛼

𝛽

2
−𝜏

𝑘

��(𝑤,𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 �� ≤ 𝛼 𝛽

2
−𝜏

𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝜌 ≤ 𝑟 2

𝑏

√
2𝛼

𝛽

2
−𝜏

𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘

for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ and 𝑛 ≥ 𝑁 . Thus, the last term on the right hand side of (4.12) is equal to zero. We use

the estimate

𝑓 (𝑡) ≤ 1 − 𝑒−𝑡 ≤ 𝑡,
that holds for all 𝑡 ≥ 0, to obtain

𝔼
[��(𝑢MAP − 𝑢†, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋

��2] ≤ 2𝑟 2𝛼−𝜏
𝑘
.

Consequently, we have

𝔼
[
‖𝑢MAP − 𝑢†‖

2

𝑋

]
≤ 2𝑟 2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼−𝜏
𝑘

= 2 (tr𝐴−𝜏 ) 𝑟 2 ≤ 2𝐶 (tr𝐴−𝜏 ) 𝑏

by the choice of 𝑟 . �

Theorem 4.7 shows in particular that with the stated choice of 𝑟 , the MAP estimator is consistent,

since its convergence toward the true solution in mean square implies convergence in probability by

Markov’s inequality. If we sharpen the condition that sup𝑘∈ℕ | (𝑤,𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 | ≤ 𝜌 to ‖𝑤 ‖𝑋 ≤ 𝜌 , set 𝑑 = 2

and are able to choose 𝜏 = 𝛽/2, then (4.11) corresponds exactly to an analytic source condition. For

𝜏 < 𝛽/2, it is weaker than an analytic source condition, whereas for 𝜏 > 𝛽/2, it is stronger. In numerical

simulations, the MAP estimator has been observed to not converge to the truth 𝑢† in the small noise

limit if only a Sobolev-type source condition is fullled, see subsection 6.5.2 of [24], which suggests

that a source condition of type (4.11) is necessary for convergence.

We compare the rate of convergence stated in Theorem 4.7 with the convergence rate of the minimax

risk when the Laplacian noise is replaced by Gaussian noise [ ∼ N𝑏2𝐴−𝛽 . For an introduction to the

minimax paradigm and an overview over minimax rates of linear inverse problems with dierent

degrees of ill-posedness and under dierent source conditions, see [9]. The minimax rate of the MSE

for severely ill-posed problems under an analytic source condition is linear in the noise level 𝑏, see

Table 1 in [9], and it is shown that the MAP estimator achieves this rate in Proposition 10 of [3]. In our

setting, this rate does, however, not apply because the noise is not white and the source condition is in

general not exactly analytic.

We restrict ourselves to the case that the inverse problem is exponentially ill-posed, that is, we set

𝑑 = 2, and assume that the eigenvalues of 𝐴 associated with the eigenvectors 𝜑𝑘 are exactly 𝛼𝑘 = 𝑝𝑘

for some 𝑝 > 0. We moreover replace the source condition (4.11) by the slightly stronger condition

that the true solution lies in the class

Θ :=

{
𝐴

𝛽

2
−𝜏𝑒−𝐴𝑤 : 𝑤 ∈ 𝑋, ‖𝑤 ‖𝑋 ≤ 𝜌

}
.

This setting was considered in [35] and corresponds to a choice of Y = 𝑏,

𝑏𝑘 = 𝑘
𝛽

2 𝑒−𝑝𝑘 and 𝑎𝑘 = 𝑘𝜏−
𝛽

2 𝑒𝑝𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ

for the sequences (𝑏𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ and (𝑎𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ describing the model and the source condition. Now, Theorem

1 in [35] yields convergence of the MSE minimax risk

inf

�̂�
sup

𝑢†∈Θ
𝔼

[
‖𝑢 − 𝑢†‖2𝑋

]
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in the order of (log 1

𝑏
)−𝜏𝑏, where the inmum is taken over all estimators 𝑢 = 𝑢 (𝑦). We observe that

in the considered case, the convergence rate estimate for Laplacian noise from Theorem 4.7 is worse

than the minimax rate for Gaussian noise by a logarithmic factor. The question remains whether the

minimax rate is actually worse in this case or if the estimate is simply not sharp.

conclusion

We saw that under mild assumptions on the likelihood and in a separable Hilbert space setting, modes

of a Bayesian posterior distribution based upon a Gaussian prior do indeed coincide with minimizers of

its Onsager–Machlup functional and thus also with its weak modes. Under appropriate conditions on

the forward mapping, our assumptions on the likelihood are in particular satised for Bayesian inverse

problems with innite-dimensional additive Gaussian or Laplacian noise. The proof of our main result

lls gaps present in previous proofs and constitutes the rst rigorous proof in the separable Hilbert

space setting that covers the fundamental limit case of inverse problems with Gaussian process noise.

Our work shows that in the considered cases, nonparametric MAP estimation and Tikhonov–Phillips

regularization are equivalent and links the choice of the discrepancy term to the log-likelihood. It

moreover shows that weak and strong MAP estimates coincide in these cases. In the considered

example of a severely ill-posed linear problem with Laplacian noise, the variational characterization of

modes allowed us to express the MAP estimator explicitly and bound the rate of convergence of its

mean squared error.

Our results pave the way for the study of nonparametric MAP estimates for inverse problems with

other non-Gaussian noise models.
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appendix a proofs of section 2

We rst show that Assumption 2.6 implies conditions on the likelihood used in [13].

Lemma a.1. If Φ satises Assumption 2.6, then it has the following three properties.

(i) For every Y > 0, there exists𝑀 = 𝑀 (Y) ∈ ℝ, such that for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 ,

Φ(𝑥) ≥ 𝑀 − Y‖𝑥 ‖2𝑋 .

(ii) Φ is bounded from above on bounded sets, i.e., for every 𝑟 > 0, there exists 𝐾 = 𝐾 (𝑟 ) > 0, such that
Φ(𝑥) ≤ 𝐾 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0).

(iii) Φ is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, i.e., for every 𝑟 > 0, there exists 𝐿 = 𝐿(𝑟 ) > 0, such that
for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0), we have

|Φ(𝑥1) − Φ(𝑥2) | ≤ 𝐿‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋 .

Proof. We verify that these properties hold. Property (iii) is trivially satised. Property (ii) is satised

with 𝐾 := max{Φ(0), 0} + 𝐿(𝑟 )𝑟 by the Lipschitz continuity of Φ on bounded sets, as

Φ(𝑥) ≤ Φ(0) + 𝐿‖𝑥 ‖𝑋 ≤ Φ(0) + 𝐿(𝑟 )𝑟 ≤ 𝐾
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for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0). By Assumption 2.6 (ii) we moreover have

Φ(𝑥) + Y ‖𝑥 ‖2𝑋 ≥ Φ(0) − 𝐿‖𝑥 ‖𝑋 + Y‖𝑥 ‖2𝑋 = Φ(0) + Y
(
‖𝑥 ‖𝑋 −

𝐿

Y

)
‖𝑥 ‖𝑋

for all Y > 0 and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 . Now, the minimum of the function 𝑓 (𝑡) = Y (𝑡 − 𝐿

Y
)𝑡 on ℝ is attained in

𝐿

2Y
, so

that for given Y > 0, property (i) is satised with

𝑀 := Φ(0) + 𝑓
(
𝐿

2Y

)
= Φ(0) −

𝐿2

4Y
.

�

Proof of Proposition 2.7. By (2.3) and the continuity of Φ, `0 and `
𝑦
are equivalent and thus have the

same space 𝐸 = R(𝑄 1/2) of admissible shifts, see Proposition 2.4. By Theorem 3.2 in [13], the Onsager–

Machlup functional 𝐼 of `𝑦 is given by (2.4) if Φ satises properties (i) to (iii) of Lemma a.1, which is

the case by Lemma a.1. �

Proof of Proposition 2.8. By Theorem 5.4 in [34], 𝐼 has a minimizer in 𝐸 if Φ satises conditions (i) and

(iii) of Lemma a.1, which is the case by Lemma a.1. �

Proof of Corollary 2.10. By Lemma 4.5 in [22], we have

lim sup

𝛿→0

`0(𝐵𝛿 (𝑧))
`0(𝐵𝛿 (0))

= 0

for any 𝑧 ∈ 𝑋 \ 𝐸, because the separable Hilbert space 𝑋 is isomorphic to ℓ2. That is, (`0, 𝐸) has the
𝑀-property. Φ is bounded on bounded subsets by Assumption 2.6 (i). This allows us to apply Lemma

B.1 (b) in [4], which yields that (`𝑦 , 𝐸) has the 𝑀-property as well. By Proposition 4.1 in [4], 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋
thus is a weak mode of `𝑦 if and only if it minimizes its Onsager–Machlup functional 𝐼 . We know,

however, from Theorem 2.9 that the minimizers of 𝐼 are precisely the strong modes of `𝑦 . �

appendix b proofs of section 3

Proof of Proposition 3.2. A straightforward computation yields

Φ(𝑢1, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢2, 𝑦) =
1

2

‖𝑄− 1

2 𝐹 (𝑢1) −𝑄− 1

2 𝐹 (𝑢2)‖
2

𝑌

+ (𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢1) −𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢2), 𝐹 (𝑢2) − 𝑦)𝑌
=

1

2

(𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢1) −𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢2), 𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2))𝑌
+ (𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢1) −𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢2), 𝐹 (𝑢2) − 𝐹 (0))𝑌
+ (𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢1) −𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢2), 𝐹 (0) − 𝑦)𝑌

(b.1)

for all 𝑢1, 𝑢2 ∈ 𝑋 . By the boundedness of 𝑄 , 𝐹 is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets as well, so that

|Φ(𝑢1, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢2, 𝑦) | ≤
𝐿1𝐿2

2

‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖2𝑋 + 𝐿1𝐿2‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑋 ‖𝑢2‖𝑋
+ 𝐿1‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑋 ‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑌

≤ 𝐿1‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑋
(
𝐿2𝑟 + 𝐿2𝑟 + ‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑌

)
for all 𝑢1, 𝑢2 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0), where 𝐿1 denotes the Lipschitz constant of 𝑄−1 ◦ 𝐹 on 𝐵𝑟 (0), and 𝐿2 that of 𝐹 on

𝐵𝑟 (0). This proves Assumption 2.6 (i).
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Setting 𝑢1 = 𝑢 and 𝑢2 = 0 in (b.1) moreover yields

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(0, 𝑦) = 1

2

‖𝑄− 1

2 𝐹 (𝑢) −𝑄− 1

2 𝐹 (0)‖
2

𝑌 + (𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢) −𝑄−1𝐹 (0), 𝐹 (0) − 𝑦)𝑌

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 . By assumption, we thus have

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(0, 𝑦) ≥ 0 − ‖𝑄−1𝐹 (𝑢) −𝑄−1𝐹 (0)‖𝑌 ‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑌 ≥ −𝐿0‖𝑢‖𝑋 ‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑌

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 . This proves Assumption 2.6 (ii). �

Proof of Corollary 3.7. As a bounded linear operator on𝑋 ,𝑄−1𝐴 is Lipschitz continuous. Therefore, it is

Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets and satises condition (3.3). Now it follows from Proposition 3.2

that Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) = Ψ(𝐴𝑢, 𝑦) satises Assumption 2.6. �

Proof of Proposition 3.6. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we compute

Φ(𝑢1, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢2, 𝑦) =
1

2𝜎2
‖𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2)‖2𝑌 + 1

𝜎2
〈𝐹 (𝑢2) − 𝑦, 𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2)〉𝑉 ′×𝑉

=
1

2𝜎2
‖𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2)‖2𝑌 + 1

𝜎2
(𝐹 (𝑢2) − 𝐹 (0), 𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2))𝑌

+ 1

𝜎2
〈𝐹 (0) − 𝑦, 𝐹 (𝑢1) − 𝐹 (𝑢2)〉𝑉 ′×𝑉

(b.2)

for all 𝑢1, 𝑢2 ∈ 𝑋 , where we identied 𝐹 (𝑢2) ∈ 𝑉 with (𝐹 (𝑢2), ·)𝑌 ∈ 𝑉 ′
. By assumption, 𝑄−1/2 ◦ 𝐹 is

Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets. Therefore, 𝐹 is Lipschitz contiuous on bounded sets as well by

the boundedness of 𝑄 1/2
. We obtain that

|Φ(𝑢1, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢2, 𝑦) | ≤
𝐿2
2

2𝜎2
‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖2𝑋 +

𝐿2
2

𝜎2
‖𝑢2‖𝑋 ‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑋 + 1

𝜎2
‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑉 ′ ‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑉

≤
(
𝐿2
2
𝑟 + 𝐿2

2
𝑟 + 𝐿1‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑉 ′

)
‖𝑢1 − 𝑢2‖𝑋

for all 𝑢1, 𝑢2 ∈ 𝐵𝑟 (0), where 𝐿1 denotes the Lipschitz constant of 𝑄−1/2 ◦ 𝐹 on 𝐵𝑟 (0), and 𝐿2 that of 𝐹
on 𝐵𝑟 (0). This proves Assumption 2.6 (i).

Setting 𝑢1 = 𝑢 and 𝑢2 = 0 in (b.2) moreover yields

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(0, 𝑦) = 1

2𝜎2
‖𝐹 (𝑢) − 𝐹 (0)‖2𝑌 + 〈𝐹 (0) − 𝑦, 𝐹 (𝑢) − 𝐹 (0)〉𝑉 ′×𝑉

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 . By assumption, we thus have

Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(0, 𝑦) ≥ 0 − ‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑉 ′ ‖𝐹 (𝑢) − 𝐹 (0)‖𝑉 ≥ −𝐿0‖𝐹 (0) − 𝑦 ‖𝑉 ′ ‖𝑢‖𝑋

for all 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 . This proves Assumption 2.6 (ii). �

Proof of Corollary 3.7. By the assumptions on𝐴,𝑄 := 𝐴𝐴∗
is a self-adjoint, positive, trace class operator

on 𝑌 with R(𝑄 1/2) = R((𝐴𝐴∗)1/2) = R(𝐴). Moreover, 𝑄−1/2𝐴 is bounded since

‖𝑄−1/2𝐴𝑥 ‖𝑌 = ‖(𝐴𝐴∗)−1/2𝐴𝑥 ‖𝑌 = ‖𝑥 ‖𝑋 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 .

Now it follows from Proposition 3.6 that Φ satises Assumption 2.6, cf. Remark 3.8. �
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Proof of Lemma 3.9. We prove that the series

∑∞
𝑘=1

|b𝑘 |2 converges almost surely using Kolmogorov’s

three series theorem with 𝐴 > 0, 𝑋𝑘 := |b𝑘 |2 and 𝑌𝑘 := 𝑋𝑛1 |𝑋𝑛 | ≤𝐴2 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ. Without loss of

generality, we may consider the case 𝑎 = 0, since convergence of

∑∞
𝑘=1

|b𝑘 |2 with b𝑘 ∼ L_𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ

implies convergence of

∑∞
𝑘=1

| ˜b𝑘 |
2

= ‖𝑎‖2𝑋 + ∑∞
𝑘=1

|b𝑘 |2 with ˜b𝑘 ∼ L (𝑎,𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 ,_𝑘 for all 𝑘 ∈ ℕ.

First of all, we have

ℙ
[
|𝑋𝑘 | > 𝐴2

]
= ℙ

[
|b𝑘 |2 > 𝐴2

]
= 2ℙ [b > 𝐴] =

2

√
2_𝑘

∫ ∞

𝐴

𝑒
−

√
2𝑥√
_𝑘 d𝑥 = 𝑒

−
√
2𝐴√
_𝑘 .

Since 𝑡2𝑒−𝑡 → 0 as 𝑡 → ∞ and _𝑘 → 0 as 𝑘 → ∞, this implies

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

ℙ
[
|𝑋𝑘 | > 𝐴2

]
≤ 𝐶1

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_𝑘 = 𝐶1 tr𝑄 < ∞.

Second of all, we have

0 ≤
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝔼 [𝑌𝑘 ] ≤
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝔼 [𝑋𝑘 ] =
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝔼
[
|b𝑘 |2

]
=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_𝑘 = tr𝑄 < ∞.

Last of all, we have

𝔼
[
|b𝑘 |4

]
=

√︂
2

_𝑘

∫ ∞

0

𝑥4𝑒
−
√︃

2

_𝑘
𝑥
d𝑥 =

_2
𝑘

4

∫ ∞

0

𝑡4𝑒−𝑡d𝑡 =
_2
𝑘

4

4! = 6_2
𝑘
.

This yields

Var(𝑌𝑘 ) ≤ Var(𝑋𝑘 ) = 𝔼
[ (
|b𝑘 |2 − 𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |2

] )
2

]
= 𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |4 − 2|b𝑘 |2𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |2

]
+ 𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |2

]
2

]
= 𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |4

]
− 𝔼

[
|b𝑘 |2

]
2

= 6_2
𝑘
− _2

𝑘
= 5_2

𝑘
,

and in turn

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

Var𝑌𝑘 ≤ 5

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_2
𝑘
≤ 𝐶2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_𝑘 = 𝐶2 tr𝑄 < ∞.

Now, ‖b ‖2𝑋 = ‖(b𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ‖2ℓ2 =
∑∞

𝑘=1
|b𝑘 |2 is nite almost surely by Kolmogorov’s three series theorem

[23, Thm. 15.51].

The random sequence (b𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ is measurable with respect to the Borel 𝜎-algebra B(ℝ∞) induced by

the product topology on ℝ∞
, see section 3.4 in [24], and almost surely takes values in ℓ2 according

to the previous considerations. By Proposition 3.5 in [24], it is therefore B(ℓ2)-measurable. Now, b is

B(𝑋 )-measurable by Theorems 1.80 and 1.88 in [23] as the composition of a measurable mapping and

the isomorphism (𝑥𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ ↦→ ∑∞
𝑘=1

𝑥𝑘𝑒𝑘 between ℓ2 and 𝑋 . �

Proof of Proposition 3.12. By the triangle inequality, we have

|Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥1), 𝑧) − Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑧) | ≤
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_
− 1

2

𝑘

���| (𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 − (𝐹 (𝑥1), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 − (𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
���

≤
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_
− 1

2

𝑘
| (𝐹 (𝑥1) − 𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
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for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 . If condition (i) holds, then the proof is nished. If, on the other hand, condition (ii)

holds, we estimate

| (𝐹 (𝑥1) − 𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | =
����(∫ 1

0

𝐹 ′(𝑥2 + 𝑡 (𝑥1 − 𝑥2)) (𝑥1 − 𝑥2)d𝑡, 𝑒𝑘
)
𝑋

����
≤

∫
1

0

| (𝑥1 − 𝑥2, 𝐹 ′(𝑥2 + 𝑡 (𝑥1 − 𝑥2))∗𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 |d𝑡

≤ ‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋
∫

1

0

‖𝐹 ′(𝑥2 + 𝑡 (𝑥1 − 𝑥2))∗𝑒𝑘 ‖𝑋d𝑡

for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 using the Fréchet dierentiability of 𝐹 . Now, condition (3.9) implies that

|Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥1), 𝑧) − Ψ(𝐹 (𝑥2), 𝑧) | ≤
(√

2

∫
1

0

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_
− 1

2

𝑘
‖𝐹 ′(𝑥2 + 𝑡 (𝑥1 − 𝑥2))∗𝑒𝑘 ‖𝑋d𝑡

)
‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋

≤
√
2𝐶 ‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋

for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 . �

Proof of Proposition 3.13. Let (^𝑘 , 𝑓𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ denote a singular system of 𝐾 . By the triangle inequality

and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have

|Ψ(𝐾𝑥1, 𝑧) − Ψ(𝐾𝑥2, 𝑧) | ≤
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_
− 1

2

𝑘

���| (𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 − (𝐾𝑥1, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 | − |(𝑦, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 − (𝐾𝑥2, 𝑒𝑘 )𝑌 |
���

≤
√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

_
− 1

2

𝑘
| (𝑥1 − 𝑥2, 𝐾∗𝑒𝑘 )𝑋 | =

√
2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

^𝑘

_
1/2
𝑘

| (𝑥1 − 𝑥2, 𝑓𝑘 )𝑋 |

≤
√
2

( ∞∑︁
𝑘=1

^2
𝑘

_𝑘

) 1

2

( ∞∑︁
𝑘=1

| (𝑥1 − 𝑥2, 𝑓𝑘 )𝑋 |2
) 1

2

for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 . Since (𝑓𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ is an orthonormal system in 𝑋 and (𝑒𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ an orthonormal basis of 𝑌 ,

it follows that

|Ψ(𝐾𝑥1, 𝑧) − Ψ(𝐾𝑥2, 𝑧) | ≤
√
2

( ∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝐾∗𝑄− 1

2𝑒𝑘

2
𝑋

) 1

2

‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋

=
√
2

𝐾∗𝑄− 1

2


HS

‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋 =
√
2

𝑄− 1

2𝐾


HS

‖𝑥1 − 𝑥2‖𝑋

for all 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑋 . �

appendix c proofs of section 4

Proof of Lemma 4.2. First, we consider
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑠
𝑘
| (𝑒−𝑡𝐴𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |

2

= 𝑡−𝑠
∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(𝛼𝑘𝑡)𝑠𝑒−2𝛼𝑘𝑡 | (𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |2.

By [24, Lem. 5.14], the sequence (𝛼𝑘𝑡)𝑠𝑒−2𝛼𝑘𝑡 is bounded from above by 𝐶 := 𝑠𝑠𝑒−𝑠 , so that

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑠
𝑘
| (𝑒−𝑡𝐴𝑢, 𝜑𝑘 )𝑋 |

2 ≤ 𝑡−𝑠𝐶 ‖𝑢‖2𝑋 < ∞.

This implies 𝑒−𝑡𝐴𝑢 ∈ X𝑠
and proves the estimate. �
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. We show that Φ(·, 𝑦) is Lipschitz continuous by applying Proposition 3.13 with

𝐾 = 𝑒−𝐴 and 𝑄 = 𝑏2𝐴−𝛽
. Here, we have𝐾∗𝑄− 1

2

2
HS

=

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝐾∗𝑄− 1

2𝑒𝑘

2
𝑋
=

1

𝑏2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑒−2𝛼𝑘𝛼
𝛽

𝑘
=

1

𝑏2

∞∑︁
𝑘=1

(
𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝛼

𝛽

𝑘

)
2

𝛼
−𝛽
𝑘
.

The sequence (𝛼𝛽
𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘 )𝑘∈ℕ is bounded from above by 𝛽𝛽𝑒−𝛽 , see [24, Lem. 5.14], and the operator 𝐴−𝛽

is trace class according to (4.5). This leads to the estimate𝐾∗𝑄− 1

2

2
HS

≤ 1

𝑏2

(
𝛽𝛽𝑒−𝛽

)
2

tr𝐴−𝛽 ,

which shows that the assumptions of Proposition 3.13 are satised.

Now we show the continuity in 𝑦 . Let 𝑢 ∈ 𝑋 and Y > 0. Here, we estimate

|Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢, 𝑧) | =
�����√2𝑏 ∞∑︁

𝑘=1

𝛼
𝛽

2

𝑘
( |𝑦𝑘 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝑢𝑘 | − |𝑦𝑘 | − |𝑧𝑘 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝑢𝑘 | + |𝑧𝑘 |)

�����
≤

√
2

𝑏

𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

2𝛼
𝛽

2

𝑘
|𝑦𝑘 − 𝑧𝑘 | +

√
2

𝑏

∞∑︁
𝑘=𝑁+1

2𝛼
𝛽

2

𝑘
|𝑒−𝛼𝑘𝑢𝑘 |

for all 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑁 ∈ ℕ. As the series
∑∞

𝑘=1
𝛼

𝛽

2

𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘 |𝑢𝑘 | converges, we can choose 𝑁 = 𝑁 (𝑢) such

that √
2

𝑏

∞∑︁
𝑘=𝑁+1

2𝛼
𝛽

2

𝑘
𝑒−𝛼𝑘 |𝑢𝑘 | ≤

Y

2

.

Next, we choose

𝛿 B
𝑏

2

√
2

(
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼
𝛽

𝑘

)− 1

2

Y

2

.

This way, we have

√
2

𝑏

𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

2𝛼
𝛽

2

𝑘
|𝑦𝑘 − 𝑧𝑘 | ≤

2

√
2

𝑏

(
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼
𝛽

𝑘

) 1

2

(
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

|𝑦𝑘 − 𝑧𝑘 |2
) 1

2

≤ Y

2𝛿
‖𝑦 − 𝑧‖𝑋 ≤ Y

2

for all 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑋 with ‖𝑦 − 𝑧‖𝑋 ≤ 𝛿 , and consequently

|Φ(𝑢, 𝑦) − Φ(𝑢, 𝑧) | ≤ Y

2

+ Y
2

= Y.

The continuity of Φ now follows from the continuity in 𝑢 and 𝑦 and the triangle inequality. �

Lemma c.1. Let `0 be a centered Gaussian measure on a separable Hilbert space 𝑋 . Then for every 𝐶 > 0,
the function 𝑢 ↦→ exp(𝐶 ‖𝑢‖𝑋 ) dened on 𝑋 is `0-integrable.

Proof. By Fernique’s theorem [6,Thm 2.8.5], there exists𝛼 > 0 such that the integral

∫
𝑋
exp(𝛼 ‖𝑢‖2𝑋 )`0(d𝑢)

is nite. Set 𝑅 B 𝐶
𝛼
. Then the integral∫

𝑋

exp (𝐶 ‖𝑢‖𝑋 ) `0(d𝑢) ≤
∫
𝐵𝑅 (0)

exp

(
𝐶2

𝛼

)
`0(d𝑢) +

∫
𝑋\𝐵𝑅 (0)

exp

(
𝛼 ‖𝑢‖2𝑋

)
`0(d𝑢)

is nite as well. �
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. We rst show the integrability. Let 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 be arbitrary. We use the Lipschitz

continuity of Φ(·, 𝑦), which holds by Proposition 4.3, to estimate∫
𝑋

exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦))N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢) ≤ exp(−Φ(0, 𝑦))
∫
𝑋

exp(𝐿‖𝑢‖𝑋 )N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢) .

Now Φ(0, 𝑦) = 0 for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 by denition of Φ and the integral on the right hand side is nite by

Lemma c.1.

Now, we address the lower bound. By the Lipschitz continuity of Φ in 𝑢, the estimate∫
𝑋

exp(−Φ(𝑢, 𝑦))N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢) ≥
∫
𝑋

exp(−𝐿‖𝑢‖𝑋 )N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢)

≥
∫
𝐵1 (0)

𝑒−𝐿N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (d𝑢) = 𝑒−𝐿N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 (𝐵1(0)) =: 𝐶𝑍

holds for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 . By Theorem 3.6.1 in [6], the topological support of the Gaussian measure N𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏

is given by the closure of its Cameron–Martin space R(𝐴−𝜏/2). In particular, all balls around 0 have

positivemeasure underN𝑟 2𝐴−𝜏 because 0 ∈ R(𝐴−𝜏/2),which implies that the constant𝐶𝑍 is positive. �
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